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THE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
by Stan Schepers, APC President

Hello everyone, this month we
start off our hunting season. First up
is our “novice hunt”. In preparation
for that hunt I’d like to go over a few
things that I think you should look at
and think about if you are one of the
novices going on this hunt. A predator can see better, hear better and
smell better than you and when I say
better I mean 100 times better. I
believe the best way to harvest predators is to see them before they see
you or smell you. This means you
need to camouflage everything,
paint your gun with flat paint that
won't reflect. You can buy a gun
painting kit at most sporting good
stores. Glove and face mask are a
must, you move these two areas the
most during the hunt and you need
to conceal them as best you can.
Predator hearing is excellent so
don't slam doors. . . Predators hear
cars and trucks all the time but when
they hear a door slam they associate
that with humans, so I lube my truck
door hinges at the beginning of
every season so that my doors open
and close smoothly & quietly. Also,
put tape on anything that makes
noise, gun slings, stools etc.
A predators sense of smell is
absolutely unmatched anywhere in
the animal world, they use their
noses more than any other sense.
Doing any type of hunting you will
find that most animals will circle you
trying to wind you, this is how the
animal identifies what you are. They
depend upon their sense of smell
more than sight.
A few more things that will help
your hunt be a good one. . . fuel up
your truck the night before the hunt,
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that way no fuel vapors on clothes or
hands will be problematic, these
aren’t natural smells out in the boonies. Wash your hunting clothes in
baking soda or scent free detergents. When showering use scent
free soap and deodorant. Don't eat
foods the night before the hunt that
will give you gas, if you do you probably won't see any predators and
your partner won't be very happy
with you either.
If you are a novice hunter being
taken out by an experienced caller
for the first time REMEMBER they
have taken this day to help you and
they really want to get you a coyote,
so listen to what they’re telling you.
You will probably leave early in the
morning so that you can be on a
stand at first light and you will probably be on a stand at dusk, so you’ll
need to bring a lunch as well as any
snacks to get you through the day.
Also, with the cost of fuel these days
the experienced hunter should not
be expected to pay for all of the fuel
used during your hunt. He's taking
the time to help you, the least you
can do is to help out by at least splitting the cost of the fuel used.
These are just some of the things I
do and hope they will help you. But
remember, everyone does things different, and you can do everything
right and still not harvest a predator. If this happens, don’t be discouraged, it happens to all of us all
the time so don't give up. Keep
going out and trying and you will
eventually be SUCCESSFUL. I
probably have 2 or 3 unsuccessful
days for every successful day, that’s
why it’s called hunting not killing.
Good Luck.

Stan
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COMING EVENTS
October General Meeting. . . . . 12 Oct ‘06
Predator Calling
Novice Hunt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14 Oct ‘06
Club Bear Hunt . . . . . . . . . 21, 22 Oct ‘06
October Board Meeting . . . . . . 30 Oct ‘06
November General Meeting. . . .8 Nov ‘06
Novice Hunt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 Nov ‘06
November Board Meeting . . . .27 Nov ‘06
World Championship . . . 30 Nov, Dec 1, 2
December General Meeting. . .14 Dec ‘06
December Board Meeting . . . .18 Dec ‘06
Fur Donation Hunt . . . . . . . . . . . 6 Jan ‘07
January General Meeting. . . . . 11 Jan ‘07
Javelina Hunting
Multi-Club & Save-A-Fawn. 20/21 Jan ‘07
January Board Meeting . . . . . . 29 Jan ‘07
Lion Hunt & Seminar . . . .2, 3 & 4 Feb ‘07
February General Meeting . . . . . 8 Feb ‘07
General review of Lion Hunt and other
February Board Meeting . . . . . 26 Feb ‘07
Antelope Eaters Hunt. . . . . .3 & 4 Mar ‘07
March General Meeting . . . . . . . 8 Mar ‘07
March Board Meeting. . . . . . . . 26 Mar ‘07
Griffen Ranch Cleanup . . . . . . . 7 Apr ‘07
April General Meeting . . . . . . . 12 Apr ‘07
April Board Meeting . . . . . . . . . 30 Apr ‘07
May General Meeting. . . . . . . 10 May ‘07
Awards & Family Get Together
May Board Meeting . . . . . . . . 28 May ‘07
Monthly APC meetings are held at the Mesa
FOP Hall, 1450 E. Main Street, Mesa, from
7:00 p.m. until ???. Board meetings are held
at the Arizona Wildlife Federation office at
7:00 p.m.

PROGRAM REPORT

by Mike Kannapel, Program Director

This months program will be on
predator calling. Please join us as
several of our more experienced
members discuss their techniques
and strategies for predator calling.
The meeting will be held in the
Fraternal Order of Police Lodge #9
at 1450 East Main Street, in Mesa.
The FOP Lodge is on the North side
of Main Street between Stapley and
Gilbert road in Mesa. Please contact Mike Burris, APC Vice-President
at (480) 654-1411 if you have any
questions.
Good luck and I hope to see you at
he meeting.

Mike

TREASURERS REPORT

by Jerry Thorson, APC Treasurer

This Treasurers report details all

transactions from September 1,
2006 through September 30, 2006.

CHECKING ACCOUNT

Beginning Balance ................$1,833.39

Check #1509 AJI - Raffle Rifle............ (300.00)
Check #1511 Mike Clerc (newsletter) .... (140.74)
Check #1512 Stan Schepers (ice & water)(41.58)
Check #1513 Purchase Power (postage) (106.00)
Check #1514 AWF (14 Memberships)...... (91.00)
Deposits (memberships & cash) .................615.00
Deposits (WCCC & memberships) ........... 1,665.00

Ending Balance 8/31/06 ........ $3,433.08

MEMBERSHIP REPORT

by Debbie Burris, APC Membership

I would like to welcome new members Jon Waggoner Sr, Jon Waggoner Jr, Gary Rusche, Russel
Applegate, Joe Gordon, Tom Rockholt, Tom Sarauskas, Mike McAlister
and Clay Moser. I would also like to
thank Forest Kirchner, Denzil Dunham, Sid Chalasani and Fred Kolar
for renewing their memberships.
The following members have
expired:
Name

PETTY CASH

Petty Cash Beginning Balance ....... 84.87
Call Sales .............................................0.00
Merchandise ........................................0.00
Dues..................................................285.00
Rifle & Knife Raffle ............................95.00
Raffles ................................................98.00
Deposit to Checking...................... (460.00)
Petty Cash Ending Balance............102.87

INVENTORY
Crit’r Call (Std) ...............9 .. @ ......$9.00
Crit’r Call (PeeWee) ....21 .. @ ......$9.00
Crit’r Call (Reeds)........13 .. @ ......$1.50
Crit’r Call (Instruction Tape) ..1 .. @ ......$6.00
Tally-Ho .......................17 .. @ ......$8.00
Tally-Ho Reeds ............22 .. @ ......$1.50
Tally-Ho Inserts..........200 .. @ ......$0.25
T-Shirts ..........................8 .. @ ....$12.00
WCCC T-Shirts LS ........7 .. @ ......$6.00
WCCC T-Shirts SS ......10 .. @ ......$6.00
Caps ..............................0 .. @ ....$15.00
Knives ...........................2 .. @ ......$4.00
Tail Strippers..................7 .. @ ......$6.00
Tail Zippers ....................7 .. @ ......$6.00
Knife Sharpeners ..........2 .. @ ......$3.00
Large Decals ...............10 .. @ ....$20.00
Medium Decals .............4 .. @ ....$10.00
Decals .......................898 .. @ ......$1.00
Total Inventory................................ $2,103.50
Total Assets .................................... $5,639.45
Total Liabilities ..................................... ($0.00)
Net Worth ........................................ $5,639.45

APC VIDEO LIBRARY

The following individuals have videos
checked out:

4/10/03 Clyde .......................Turkeys - Antley
4/10/03 Clyde ....................... Turkeys - Fears
4/13/06 Paul Corens Crit’r Call Instruction Tape
4/13/06 Paul Corens How To Hunt Majestic Elk
4/13/06 Paul Corens....... Mastering Elk Calling
9/11/03. Ed Volk ............... Calling All Coyotes
8/12/04 Scott Koch .. Power Howling Coyotes
8/12/04 Scott Koch ....................... Black Bear
5/11/06. Tom Sylvester .....Operation Predator
5/11/06. Tom Sylvester .......Whitetails, Chance of a Lifetime
9/14/06 Lewis Scott .......... Callers of the Wild
8/10/06 Lewis Scott ....... Huntin’ Coyotes East & West

Jerry

Expired

R y an F oshee

01-Oct-06

Susan F rabotta

01-Oct-06

Jef f H einze

01-Oct-06

Geof f rey Larson

01-Oct-06

R odney Miskin

01-Oct-06

Brad N orton

01-Oct-06

Andrew Peterson

01-Oct-06

Ed Stephens

01-Oct-06

D anny Tay lor

01-Oct-06

The following members will expire
soon:
Name

Expires

Craig Barnett

01-Nov -06

Kara Jensen

01-Nov -06

Andy Musacchio

01-Nov -06

Neil Pitcher

01-Nov -06

Dan Solow

01-Nov -06

Jourdy Thro

01-Nov -06

Mark Verdejo

01-Nov -06

Michael Wildman

01-Nov -06

Michael Zaccardi

01-Nov -06

George Bargman

01-Dec-06

Strev e Carter

01-Dec-06

Al Childs

01-Dec-06

Van Hallman, Jr

01-Dec-06

Lee Hopkins

01-Dec-06

Fred Johnson

01-Dec-06

Robert Lake

01-Dec-06

Paul Melching

01-Dec-06

Tim O'Grady

01-Dec-06

Joseph Porath

01-Dec-06

Terry Schardy n

01-Dec-06

Larry Scribner

01-Dec-06

Tom Sy lv ester

01-Dec-06

Don Martin

01-Jan-07

If you’ve let your membership with
our club expire, please contact us,
we would love to have you back! If
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you have any questions regarding
your existing membership, please
give me a call at (480) 654-1411 or
you can e-mail me at membership@azpredatorcallers.com anytime.

Debbie

HUNT REPORT

by Dusty Moiser, APC Hunt Chairman

Hello everyone, its that time
again, time to lock and load and
head for the hills. Our novice hunts
this year are on 14 October and 11
November. If you would like to participate, please contact me at the
meeting so I can pair you up. As
usual I will be needing experienced
club members to help out, so let me
know if you can. Everyone who
signed up for the novice hunt last
month please see me during the
meeting so I can set you up. I will
have maps to the check-in for everyone who needs one. Also I have
plenty of blank hunt records for
everyone to keep track of there kills.
I WILL be asking for these next
spring so please fill one out even if
you aren't able to get out and kill
anything.

my truck for a day of chasing elk or
even quail. Even when going several hundred yards to call for coyotes, you should have a few simple
items in your pockets. When I'm
lucky enough to have a big game tag
I carry a small day pack. It has
enough stuff in it to make spending
the night out inconvenient, not life
threatening, regardless of the environment. If you want more information about this see me at the
meeting.
Be safe, have fun, shoot to kill!!!

Dusty
APC CLASSIFIEDS

Individual classified ads are listed
free in the Predator’s Pride to all
APC members. For commercial
ads, please contact the newsletter
editor.

By now everyone should know
what tags they got or didn't get for
this falls hunts. Reminder--- hunt
permits for spring javelina, bear, and
turkey are due on 10 October. So
mark your calendars and start planing your trips.
Last year I put out a list of some of
the items that I keep in my truck all
season. I’ve had several people ask
me about it so I will go over it again.
For starters I carry two spare tires, a
healthy assortment of tools, two
heavy jacks (including a hi-lift), tow
straps, chains, blocks of wood, and
several tarps. Also, I have plenty of
water, some food, a small stove, lantern and fuel, two sleeping bags and
a large first-aid kit. I have the luxury
of a camper shell, so I keep my truck
loaded from August thru April. Since
many of the places that I go may or
may not have cell service it’s a good
idea not to depend on it. I figure that
it's better to carry this stuff and not
need it, than to need it and not have
it. As with most of you that have
spent a lot of time in the back country, I’ve helped others out of a jam
more often than I've been in one. So
be prepared. This same train of
thought applies to every time I leave
PREDATOR ’S PRIDE
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WHAT I DID ON MY SUMMER
VACATION - PART 1
by Mike Clerc - Member
My son Christopher graduated
from Mt. View High School the
evening of Thursday, May 25th of
this year; early in the morning on
Sunday, May 28th, the two of us
boarded a United Airlines jet bound
for Washington DC and then eventually Johannesburg, South Africa.
This was a trip that had been four
years in the making, yet for me, it
seemed like the time would never
arrive. Four years of scrimping and
saving, planning and conniving
seemed like an eternity, but ironically, the last three weeks prior to us
leaving on the trip, the time absolutely flew by and suddenly it
seemed like there wouldn't be
enough time to get everything taken
care of before it was time for us to
leave.
For Christopher, this trip was
something that he and I had talked
about for the past four years, yet for
him it truly seemed like a dream,
something that really would never
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happen. I’d promised Christopher
that when (not IF) he graduated from
high school, if he wanted to go, I
would take him to Africa on a safari.
Yet even after his graduation ceremony and the party with family and
friends that followed, he seemed
almost reluctant to even talk about
the trip, for fear of jinxing it. He
never really showed any real excitement until we were actually getting
out of the car as my wife dropped us
off at Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport.
That’s when the reality suddenly set
in. . . that he, or rather we were in
fact actually going to making the trip.
He was grinning from ear to ear,
something he doesn't do very often.
Like his father, he's a bit stoic and
seldom shows much if any emotion.
All that changed the instant he
opened the car door at the airport.
For me, this trip would be a two
edged sword. This would be a trip
that my son and I would be able to
share and remember the rest of our
lives, something not very many men
get to share with their son. It was
also a coming home of sorts. . .
almost to the day four years prior, I
had ventured on my first trip to the
Dark Continent, on what was for me
a fulfillment of a lifetime of day
dreams and wishes, spanning back
to when I was in high school in the
mid-sixties.
Africa to me was an enchanting
place, full of strange and wonderful
creatures the likes of which, for me,
could only be enjoyed by looking at
books, magazines, television programs or the occasional movie. I
honestly believed throughout my
adult life that Africa or rather hunting
in Africa was something that only the
rich could afford to do, and for a
commoner like myself with a family,
a mortgage and a regular job, hunting in Africa was completely out of
reach. I was so excited upon my
return home from my first trip to
Africa, I wanted so badly to share
the experience with someone. My
wife would have been an excellent
choice, but not being a hunter, she
thought the entire thing was a waste
of time (and money), but Christopher
seemed genuinely interested, and
wanted to hear all of my stories. So
it only seemed logical that I should
use his high school graduation as an
excuse for me to be able to return to
Africa.
The trip to South Africa is a rather
long one, but time passes very
quickly as the flight is during the
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night and there isn’t much to see out
the cabin window, so all that’s left to
do is watch movies and sleep,
dreaming of what you will be doing
and seeing in just a few short hours.
Also on the plane are generally a
lot of other US hunters heading to
South Africa and points beyond for
the same thing you are, so you can
share stories and expectations with
them. All of that activity really leaves
very little time for sleep, but it finally
comes and believe me, it is welcomed as the days progress. The
time difference between Arizona and
South Africa is 8 hours. . . they are
9 hours AHEAD of Arizona! It
makes for some rather interesting
telephone conversations when you
call home to share the excitement
with your family, and it’s something
like 3:00am in Arizona and yet it’s
just the end of the afternoon hunt in
South Africa.
We were met at the Johannesburg
Airport by representatives of the outfit that we had booked our hunt
through. We then packed all of our
gear, guns and archery equipment in
their trailer, met up with two other
hunters heading to the same camp
as us, then we were off on the last
leg of the journey, a four hour drive
through some of the most beautiful
African countryside. You strain your
eyes as you zip down the roadway
looking for some of the African wildlife, and occasionally you will see a
Kudu, Zebra, Warthog or the occasional Vervet monkey. Upon arrival
at the lodge, we gathered our
belongings, and were shown to our
rooms and told to get our guns and
ammo so that we could go out to
their local range to check the sights
on our rifles to ensure that they were
still spot on after the long journey.
After the trip to the range, they
actually took us out on a quick tour
of the facility so that we could get an
idea of what the lay of the land was
like, the thickness of the vegetation,
and to maybe, if we were lucky, see
some of the elusive African wildlife
that we be hunting beginning the
next morning.
My son and I were on an eight day
hunt, where we could each take five
animals of our choice, from a list provided us by the outfitter long before
we left on the hunt. For me the
choice was an easy one, I had several animals that I wanted to harvest
that were “leftovers” from my first
trip. For Christopher, it was a tough
choice, one that had begun nearly
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two months earlier when I provided
him with the list of available animals
along with pictures so that he could
see what they looked like. Many
people know about Zebra and Warthog and maybe even the Impala,
but not everyone knows about Blue
Wildebeeste, Tessebe, Eland, Kudu
or even Red Hartebeeste. In fact, to
many American hunters the variety
of huntable animals in Africa causes
the mind to swirl, trying to remember
the names and appearances of them
all.
Christopher had chosen to hunt for
Impala, Zebra, Gemsbok, Warthog
and Blue Wildebeest. I had chosen
to hunt for Kudu, Eland, Blue Wildebeest, Waterbok and a special hunt
that I’ll leave for another story.

Christopher was the first to take an
animal on the first morning, he made
a beautiful 250 yard shot that even
impressed his PH (Professional
Hunter). I guess that all of the time
that we had spent at the rifle range
in preparation for the hunt really paid
off.

Christopher then continued to
show his shooting expertise in taking
a Warthog, Blue Wildebeeste and
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Zebra. Each animal was taken with
one well placed shot, ranging from
an 80 yard shot on the Warthog to
the 250 yard shot for the Impala, 120
yard shot on the Blue Wildebeeste

hunting is was possible to see a variety of animals of varying sizes, from
the small diminutive Duiker antelope
to Giraffe, from Ostrich to Rhino and
nearly anything else in between that
you could imagine.
In the next installment, next
month, I’ll cover the animals I was
able to harvest, and our trip to
Kruger National Park after our hunt.

Mike

ATA ANNUAL FUR SALE
by Cindy Seff
and the 320 yard shot on his Zebra.
Each and every animal Christopher
harvested was done so with a custom built 30/06 Ackley Improved,
using 165gr Hornady Interbond bullets. To say that Christopher’s safari
was a success would be an understatement. You can see from the
wide smile on his face in each of the
pictures that he is one happy
camper. The only animal on Christopher’s “shopping” list that he
wasn’t able to get was the Gemsbok.
It wasn’t for the lack of trying, as
Christopher and his PH spent day
after day covering many miles on
foot trying to find them, but they just
weren’t able to be in the right place
at the right time.
One of the interesting aspects of a
safari in South Africa is the way we
as hunters are treated. There aren’t
very many “tent” style camps.
Where you normally stay is in what’s
called a “lodge”, but the reality of it is
that it’s more like a four star resort,
in that you get three meals a day, all
beverages are provided, daily maid
service is included as is daily laundry service. It’s certainly nothing like
the type of hunting “camps” you
would get here in the US, not that
that is bad, only different, very different! You almost feel guilty about the
way you’re treated. The people are
truly terrific people, very friendly and
out going. You really don’t want for
anything while there.
There are more animals than you
can imagine, in fact, it really spoils
you and makes it very difficult to
come back to the US and be excited
about hunting here. I’m not exaggerating at all when I say that if you
go for more than 5 minutes without
seeing one species of animal or
another while hunting, you begin to
start wondering whats wrong.
Where we hunted, in one day of
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This years annual fur sale, hosted
by the Arizona Trappers Association
will once again be held at the Gila
County Fairgrounds outside of
Globe, on Saturday, February 17th,
2007. For More Info contact ATA
Fur Manger Bill Strauss @ (480)
375-1183.
The Arizona Trappers Association
encourages and welcomes all to
become members. This enables the
ATA to host this annual fur sale as
well as their annual convention also
held in Globe yearly in July. This
sale gives you the opportunity to
receive top dollar for your pelts!
Becoming a member of the ATA you
will receive all info and newsletters
in regards to ATA events. Become
able to participate in these events by
being assured of receiving info in
regards to them.
The annual convention not only
gives you an opportunity to share
camaraderie in a family event with
other trappers and callers but also
the opportunity to see trapping and
calling demos from expert individuals from within the state, as well as
famous and knowledgeable persons
from other states. Each year the
ATA strives to bring in a featured
guest for this event.
With your subscription you also
receive a yearly subscription to the
Trapper and Predator Caller Magazine.
ATA Membership $30.00
Terri Miller
6891 N Blackpoint Rd.
Pima, AZ 85543
Phone: (928) 485-9608
eMail: skunkblastenchevyman@hotmail.com
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FOREST SERVICE PROJECTS
from AZ Game & Fish Department

Sportsmen drawn for big game
permits in Game Management Units
1 and 27 this fall are advised to be
aware of two large-scale work
projects being conducted by the
Apache-Sitgreaves National Forests
(ASNF) that will affect access to
some hunt areas and close others,
say Game and Fish Department officials.
In Unit 1, from August 14 through
December. 31, 2006, the Springerville Ranger District is realigning and
reconstructing State Highway 273,
beginning at the Forest boundary
near the Sunrise ski area and
extending to Highway 261 at Crescent Lake. During this time, that portion of the roadway between the Fort
Apache Indian Reservation and the
junction of Forest Road (FR) 554,
which is the turnoff to Winn Campground, will be closed 24 hours a
day, seven days a week. This
includes the Sheep Crossing area.
That section of Highway 273 extending east from the junction of FR 554
to Highway 261 will be closed
weekly at 6 a.m. on Mondays
through 6 p.m. on Thursdays, but
will be open Fridays through Sundays during this construction period.
Both the Winn and Gabaldon Campgrounds will also be closed Mondays
through Thursdays, but open Fridays through Sundays. Hunters can
check the hunt unit information document for Unit 1 on the department's
Web site for more detailed information on road, trail and campground
closures.
In Unit 27, the Clifton Ranger District will conduct a prescribed burn in
the Chitty Creek area, below the
Mogollon Rim. The burn, planned
for 14,000 acres, is scheduled for
ignition during the last week of September and will continue for more
than three weeks, weather and conditions permitting. The burn area is
located west of State Highway 191,
extending west along the Rim face
south of FR 54 to the Bear Canyon
Trail #26 access point. It will extend
south along Highway 191 to Strayhorse Campground, then west along
Highline Trail #47 to the junction with
Crabtree Canyon, and extend south
to East Eagle Creek, and again west
to McBride Mesa.
Trails into the area will be closed
prior to, during the burn and for a
PREDATOR ’S PRIDE

short time following the burn to
ensure that any hazard trees are
removed and that there is no chance
of reburn. Hunters are encouraged
to check with the Alpine and Clifton
Ranger District offices and check
local trail kiosks for signage and fire
notices.
According to ASNF personnel,
restoration of fire-adapted forest
vegetation types is the number one
priority for the U.S. Forest Service in
the Southwest Region, and requires
a landscape approach to be effective. Unfortunately, the window to
conduct critical prescribed burning
for meeting specific resource objectives often coincides with many fall
hunts. While posing some inconvenience to some hunters during the
burn period, the long-term benefits
can be tremendous to wildlife. First
and foremost is the expected reduction in natural fuel build up that has
occurred in the upper portions of
East Eagle, Salt House and Chitty
Creeks over the last century. This
area is currently very susceptible to
damaging effects from uncontrollable wildfire similar to the RodeoChediski Fire of 2002.

drink of water I dropped him in his
tracks.

I have to admit that I did miss a
much better buck (Our #2 Big Guy)
on the second day of the hunt at 279
yards. He was just starting to run
after his does, and despite the
admonition from Jay not to shoot
over him, the shot went high. Oh
well, guess that's why its called hunting and not killing. I've always said
I'm much better at finding critters
than I am at shooting (guess I have
the Dave Nicholson syndrome!)

DON’S NEVADA BUCK
by Don Martin - Member

Thought I'd send along a couple
of photos and the story of the buck I
ended up taking on my Nevada
antelope hunt. He was our 4th
choice actually, but our number
1(Ghost Buck) & 2 (Big Guy) disappeared, number three (Lucky) got
killed by fellow Kingman resident
Wayne Asplin on opening day, so
wasn't a whole lot of mature bucks
left out there where we were at.
He is fairly typical of the bucks in
the units we were hunting: decent
bases and good mass on the top,
but unfortunately no length. He was
called the Red Stain buck as someone had put an arrow through his
neck during the archery season and
you can still see the dried blood on
his cape. He had healed up nicely,
and despite the scabs on his cape
where the arrow had passed
through, was in perfect condition.
The good news of course was that
I didn't have to shoot more than
once! Course its kinda hard to miss
when you're in a blind at 57 yards
and your 300 Weatherby is resting
on a Bogen camera tripod with a
sand bag on top. The buck didn't
know I was there and as he took a
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This is a great hunt for those who
have never taken an antelope, and
Bruce Hudson can sure figure out
how to put you on them, but if you're
looking for bigger bucks, might want
to look at the areas in northwest
Nevada. However, that being said,
this buck is going to be used as our
"demo" buck in my Hunter Education
classes as he is a good representative of the species.
We had a great hunt, and I sure
appreciate all the help from those
who made this Nevada adventure
possible. Bruce, Hans, Jay, Kensen,
Pete, you all were great!

Don

www.azpredatorcallers.com

APC MEMBERS-IN-ACTION

They used to have a coyote problem around these here parts, but today they don’t and the ol’ barn stays nice and cozy
during the cold winter months!!!

PREDATOR ’S PRIDE
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ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
ARIZONA PREDATOR CALLERS
P.O. BOX 1172
MESA, AZ 85211-1172

ARIZONA PREDATOR CALLERS - Annual Membership Application
NAME: _______________________________ HM PHONE: _________________ WK PHONE: ________________
ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________________ FAX #: _______________
CITY:___________________________________ STATE: ______ ZIP: _____________ DOB: _______________
ADDITIONAL FAMILY MEMBERS
NAME: __________________________________ RELATIONSHIP: _________________ DOB: _______________
NAME: __________________________________ RELATIONSHIP: _________________ DOB: _______________
NAME: __________________________________ RELATIONSHIP: _________________ DOB: _______________
NAME: __________________________________ RELATIONSHIP: _________________ DOB: _______________

Primary Annual Membership $30.00
Family Membership add $5.00 ($35.00 total)
Amount Enclosed ______________________

Send To:
ARIZONA PREDATOR CALLERS
P.O. BOX 1172
MESA, AZ 85211-1172

